Nicholas Ramacciotti | Deck Cadet
+39 388 115 1970 | nicholasramacciotti.1795@gmail.com
DOB: 1th July 1995
Nationality: Italian
Passports: Italian
Current location: Italy
Availability: Immediate
Health: Excellent, non-smoker, no tattoos or piercing
Full clean driving license

Profile/Objective

Very motivated, very oriented to become captain. I am convinced of
possessing many skills required to be a great captain and deck Cadet.
For the past five years have entered the world of timekeeping through
FICr (Italian Timekeepers Federation), immediately showed it to my
instructors a great
aptitude in working with timekeeping tools and organizing the tasks for
various timekeepers. With the passage of time was entrusted to me to
capture the team and data processing. Currently I became certified
instructor and hold courses for new timekeepers. In this period I have
gained a great capacity for organization and teamwork, and at the
same time I learned and absorbed the best features and capabilities of
my instructors.

I attended the Nautical Institute of Viareggio, attending the captains.
Graduating with vote 78/100. During the five years of learned scientific
studies matters of navigation and meteorology, technical matters of
safety and operation of the ship.
I am currently attending the course ISYL Italian Super Yacht Life lasting
about two years, in which I will come prepared to life on board and
the management both at the economic level, that of a yacht material.
My strengths are accuracy, loyalty, order and respect.

Qualifications & Certificates
STCW’95 Base Traning:
During PSSR - Personal Safety and Social Responsibilities
Survival and rescue course
During Fire Base
Advanced Fire Fighting course
Elementary First Aid Course
Security Duties

Nautical Istitute Diploma at the IIS
Galilei-Artiglio
Timekeeper diploma at the Scuola
Federale di Cronometraggio
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Skills
-Excellent Knowledge of computer systems
-Ability to use the Office package, or the like
-Ability of basic programming
-Excellent knowledge of the operating systems Windows and Linux
-Working knowledge of the operating system and Apple devices

Experience
November 2011-Present
Timekeeper at the Italian Federation Timekeepers. I carry out tasks
from simple timekeeper at the federal instructor and head of service.
March 2013-March 2013
Done job of radio operator on board the ship jury, while racing
carnival at Viareggio.
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